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ABOUT THE AGR
Located on Treaty 4, the traditional territory of the Cree,
Saulteaux, Nakota, Lakota and Dakota peoples, and the
homeland of the Métis people, the Art Gallery of Regina
(AGR) promotes the development and appreciation of
contemporary art, with an emphasis on Saskatchewan
artists. Our programming focuses on the voices and
experiences of Saskatchewan artists and visitors. AGR
programming encompasses exhibitions (featuring
established, emerging and recreational artists), education,
publishing, workshops and artists talks. Through free public
exhibitions and dedicated support for artists and
innovation, the AGR has over 45 years as a supportive and
creative cultural hub connecting artists and our
communities.
T he Art Gallery of Regina is an autonomous, independent
public art gallery with non-profit and charitable status. We
are a tenant in the Neil Balkwill Civic Arts Centre located
within the vibrant Cathedral Village neighbourhood in
Regina, Saskatchewan, Canada.
T he Gallery opened as an experimental satellite of the
Norman Mackenzie Gallery in 1974 under the name
Rosemont Art Gallery. The Rosemont's objective was to
reach new audiences and respond to community demands
for more local and regional programming. In 1976 an
independent organization formed and incorporated as a
non-profit society to take over the Gallery.
In 2005, after 30 years in operation, the name was changed
to the Art Gallery of Regina to better reflect its scope and
role in the community.
The Art Gallery of Regina is at 2420 Elphinstone Street,
inside the Neil Balkwill Civic Arts Centre. The facility is
entirely wheelchair accessible.

Maia Stark, How It Feels. Gouache. 2020.

MISSION,

VISION

&

VALUES
Vision
The AGR is a visionary in contemporary art programming that reflects our time
and place within an engaged and diverse community.
Mission
Our mission is to support artists and engage audiences through contemporary
art programming.
Supporting artists involves supporting artists' vision and voices from every level
of Saskatchewan's cultural ecology by:
seeking out and encouraging artists with group and solo exhibition
opportunities;
hosting captivating exhibitions in which gallery visitors can locate their
interests and experiences;
providing professional development opportunities;
providing supportive experiences for exhibiting artists;
providing open access opportunities for amateur and recreational artists; and
facilitating connections between artists and artists and the larger community.
Engaging audiences includes attracting, involving, inspiring and creating
community and a sense of identity and place, through:
free admission to all exhibitions;
affordably-priced and accessible public workshops;
free artist talks and opportunities to connect with professional artists;
thought-provoking and accessible didactic materials;
innovative and collaborative partnerships with community and arts
organizations to expand outreach and diversity.

Values
We practice these values in our planning, decision-making and behaviour:
Contemporary – We exhibit contemporary art that has meaning to our diverse
communities, showing work that is relevant to our time and place.
Accountability - We function with high standards of operations and
accountability that support AGR's sustainability.
Community Engagement - We are inviting, welcoming, and supportive to the
public and artists while continually expanding our community both regionally
and locally.

John Graham, Trio, video still. 2016.

PARTNER EXHIBITIONS &
EVENTS 2020-21
MAIN GALLERY EXHIBITIONS

Ritual & Lore
Ayla Dmyterko, Blair Fornwald & Brette Gabel,
Audie Murray, Marigold Santos, Zoe Schneider, and
Maia Stark (artists)
Jess Richter (guest curator)
Pavilion of Shadows
Nic Wilson (artist)
Wayne Baerwaldt (guest curator)
Tend
Ruth Chambers (artist)

EVENTS
Where the Sky Carries the Sun
featuring Katherine Boyer
Online exhibition presented
in partnership with AKA
Artist Run (Sktn)
Performance for Ageing Apple
Devices
featuring Colby Richardson
Online performance
presented in partnership
with Platform Centre (Wpg)

OUTSIDE THE BOX AND
VIRTUAL EXHIBITIONS

ARTIST TALKS

Ritual & Lore in person and online talks
Ayla Dmyterko, Audie Murray, Zoe Schneider
Pavilion of Shadows in person and online talks
Nic Wilson (artist) & Wayne Baerwaldt (curator)
Wilf Perreault online studio tour
Wilf Perreault
The Artist Is In 2021
K.C Adams, Carol Epp. and Brenda Wolf

Imaginary Exhibition (virtual)
featuring 2020-21 AGR
Board Members
OUTSIDE THE BOX
Pushing Boundaries
Aurora Art Guild (Hallway &
Display Case)
Lake Path Impressions
Marge Jessop (Hallway)
Vanity Set
Jacqueline Campbell (Display
Case)
Together
ComingImage:
Portal Rug,
Last
Art Guild, Image
Brushworks
Audie Murray.
Artist Collective, &
Mountain
by Don Hall
Artist Guild.
Prairie Photography

Ruth Chambers, Looking at Hollyhocks, et alia (installation detail), 2018–
2021, porcelain with painted stainless steel support, approx. 52 x 8 x 14 cm
(grouping). Photograph by Don Hall Photography.

Excitement
Unspoiled
From Ritual & Lore
(Hallway)
David Xue
exhibition
Jewellery Artists Guild of Regina
(Display Case)

EVENTS 2020-21

WORKSHOPS
Documenting Your Art with

SPECIAL EVENTS AND PERFORMANCES

New Dance Horizon's Tiny Worlds Fair
August 14, 2020
featured an exhibition of tiny art, dance
performances, and a special tiny dinner party with
Tom Brown.
Moving Pictures (in partnership with OSAC and Sask
Culture)
August - December, 2020
an augmented reality project that used the Artivive
app, posters, and moving image work by artists to
connect audiences to artwork in public spaces.
Holophon Sound Jam
September 26, 2020
indoor sound jam featuring members of sound art
group Holophon
Brushworks Show & Sale
November 6 - 11, 2020
a partnership between Brushworks Art Guild and

Don Hall (online)
July 25, 2020
EnPlein Air with DeLee Grant
August 22 & 23, 2020
Felting & Natural Dyeing with
Melanie Monique Rose
September 19 & 20, 2020
Reading Tarot with Susie
Gourlay (online)
October 6, 2020
Silkscreening with Nic Wilson
January 20, 2021
Still Life Sundays (online)
January 31, February 28, March
28, May 30, & June 27, 2021
Ruth Chambers Online Demo
March 26, 2021

the AGR.

Image: Audie Murray, Portal
Rug. Canvas, harvested acorn
hat ink, harvested acorn nut
ink, horse chestnut ink.
2020. Image by Don Hall
Photography

PARTNERSHIPS

2020-21
In a year where we felt more isolated than ever,
community partnerships were essential in reaching
out and creating connections.
AKA Artist Run

Art Gallery of Swift Current

Black Dog Art Supply

Estevan Art Gallery

Common Weal

Godfrey Dean Art Gallery

Holophon Audio Arts

Mann Art Gallery

Nature Regina
New Dance Horizons
Organization of Saskatchewan Arts Councils
Platform Centre
Video Pool
VUCAVU

Left: Moving Pictures
artists Rania al-Harthi (far
left), David Garneau
(second from right, and
Ian Campbell (far right)
with Curator Sandee
Moore (second from left)
Photo by Brandon Harder
of the LeaderPost
Above: Pelican Parade
performance by New
Dance Horizons.

DIRECTOR'S REPORT

At the close of our last fiscal year, the Art Gallery of Regina faced an
uncertain year as the COVID-19 pandemic bore down upon us and our
province. As Director, I was called upon to make health and scheduling
decisions, alongside my board, that fell outside of my role. However, as
we finish the year I am grateful that these decisions kept our
community safe and established the AGR as a place of comfort and
safety for our community. I feel that we have made every right
decision, and I am tremendously grateful for the support of our board
and membership during this year.
The AGR experienced a tremendous year of change and opportunity as
we adapted our programming to face the challenges laid out by the
COVID-19 pandemic. Although made a difficult year through financial
and scheduling uncertainties, I believe that the AGR used this year to
focus on its goals as an organization and envisioning its future.
Not only was the AGR changed by the pandemic, we responded to the
righteous calls for change within the BIPOC communities of our
community, province, and country. We have been striving for
increased equity through both our organizational structure and
changes to our programming. This year of social upheaval and calls for
action has changed our organization for the better, and I am proud of
the work done both by our board and staff to become a more equitable
organization that is committed to de-colonization and equity.
This year, a major achievement was our strategic planning session
with Harvey Linnen, which resulted in a comprehensive plan and vision
for the next several years as an organization. Reflecting both the
curatorial and administrative visions of our staff and board, our new
strategic plan places greater emphasis on community-engaged
programming, outreach-oriented curation, and the establishing of the
AGR as a leader within our province. Already within our first year of
our plan, we’ve completed much of our list and then made concrete
steps towards achieving other goals.
The board and I have been focusing upon updating our policies,
reaching out to other organizations and building relationships through
sharing knowledge. New policies have included anti-harassment
policies, an ethics policy, and a fraud policy. Upcoming policies will
address important areas including cultural appropriation, publicity,
and equity. These policies form the backbone of our operations and are
vital in creating a resilient and strong organization that can withstand
and adapt to change.
Ayla Dmyterko, Solistalgic Soliloquy.

Video . 2020.

The AGR saw Sandee Moore develop our curatorial vision into a more
inclusive and artist-centred mandate. She has initiated exciting
projects that engage the public outside of a traditional gallery setting
receiving both federal and provincial project funding. These projects
immerse artists within our community, taking art outside of the
gallery walls and meeting the public where they are. These projects
blaze a path for envisioning the arts in Regina: community centered,
accessible, and innovative in creation. As Director, it has been my
privilege to support this vision through updated policy, an artistcentred budget, and board engagement that leans upon the many
strengths of our board to support our programming.
We bid farewell to two long-serving staff in 2021/21: Karen
Schoonover, who was the Director/Curator for many years and has
generously served as our bookkeeper for the past five years, chose to
take a well-deserved retirement from the AGR in January. Due to
COVID-19 related financial shortfalls and the restructuring of the
Director and Curator positions, we made the difficult decision to
discontinue our gallery assistant position. We said a sad goodbye to
Dianne Strilaeff, who worked as our assistant for ten years. We give
them both our most sincere thanks for their years of dedication to
the AGR.
I am grateful to our board for their commitment and support this
year. We faced a challenging year of hard decisions, the AGR board
worked together to support and advise staff. Our board also created
a brilliant strategic plan to guide the AGR through the next five years.
I am incredibly grateful to have such an experienced and thoughtful
board, who have assisted in writing policy, identifying areas of
improvement, and who are willing to help with contracts, grants, and
other work that often needs an extra pair of hands.
This year, sponsorship was more important than ever as we needed
both services and funds to support our programming. Photographer
Don Hall has kindly donated his services to document our
exhibitions, providing a high-quality visual record of artworks
situated in our own space. We are also grateful to Brent Pylot of
Epic Art and Design who generously donates a portion of his services
in-kind, creating a contemporary and clean brand design for the AGR
through our newsletters, catalogues, and postcards.
We'd also like to thank long-time sponsor Terrie Dunand of Terrie
Dunand Remax Crown Real Estate for her continued support of our
Ourside the Box programs. Our Outside the Box program was more
important than ever for showing the creative work of our community
as many show and sale opportunities were cancelled.
Nic Wilson, Blurry Still Life - Flowers (After
Monn0yer). Digital. 2020.

I’d also like to extend thanks to Harvey Linnen, of HJ Linnen Business
Associates who sponsored us through an in-kind donation of his
strategic planning services. Generous financial sponsorship
contributions included Affinity Credit Union, TD Asset Management,
and SaskTel. These sponsorships financially supported exhititions
and special projects and we are grateful for their continued
investement into contemporary art.
Finally, I would like to extend the deepest of thanks to our members
who were our foundation this year. Many organizations faced a lack
of support and understanding from their clients: not the AGR.
Throughout a year of schedule changes and cancellations, our
membership sent us emails and notes of support for our decisions
and attended our online programming in overwhelming numbers.
When we had to close our doors to the public following a public
health mandate and present our members show and sale in an online
only format, members understood and showed nothing but support to
staff and board. Our membership also fundraised an astounding
$7000 to support the gallery, which carried us through the 20-21
fiscal year and ensured support for the gallery in our 21-22 year. On
behalf of the staff and our board: thank you. The AGR could not have
made it through the year without our members.
Jess Richter, Director

Annual Members Show and Sale 2020

CURATOR'S REPORT
Now, a year and a half after joining the Art Gallery of Regina as Curator of
Exhibitions and Programming, I am thrilled to report to our membership
and community on the AGR's exhibitions, workshops, artist talks and
special projects.
In March 2020, like galleries the world over, the AGR closed its doors to
the public to control the spread of COVID-19. Gallery closures and bans
on public gatherings meant that the AGR had to postpone or cancel many
of our planned activities. At the same time, the pandemic inspired us to
embrace change and novel approaches to connect people with art
experiences.
Even before the pandemic, Jess and I had introduced many small changes
to create a more welcoming, inclusive, and engaging atmosphere at the
gallery. Part of my role as a curator is to assist audiences in
understanding artworks and why the work we show is important.
Engaging messaging pitched to different sorts of viewers informs the
public: whether it be basic information about our location, hours and free
admission or unpacking how artists reflect critically on the world around
us and our shared experience of our culture, place and values in their
work. Messaging developed in 2020/21 includes:
·Signs directing visitors to the gallery from the parking lot and sidewalk
·Self-guided tour pamphlets written in accessible language that guide
observations through questions
·Shorter didactic panels (a giant wall of text can be intimidating for
viewers)
·Audio tours (provides an alternative to reading)
·Establishing friendly media relations to create a broader awareness of
the AGR and its activities
·Increasing our social media presence and creating informative content
·Advertising in local, provincial and national publications and treating
these ads as "mini-exhibitions" on the pages of the magazine
·Expanded exhibition catalogues for selected exhibitions (Catalogues
include a wealth of full-colour images and essays that contribute to
scholarship and becoming a lasting resource about artists' practices.)
In June 2020, many of my colleagues complained of digital burn-out,
following months when we were all forced to turn our limited resources
and skill to online content production. I chose to view technologymediated experiences of art as an opportunity to connect to new
audiences in new ways. I organized the augmented reality screening
series Moving Pictures, which reached communities all over
Saskatchewan, running from August 16 to December 31, 2020.

Marigold Santos, visage, visage 2. Ink on
paper. 2017.

I also recognized the potential that online events offer for people to connect to
artists in meaningful ways - to learn about what inspires them, what is important
to them and how they create their artworks. Indeed, peeking behind the curtain
to see how artists transform ordinary materials into profound and moving works
of art is one of the great potentials of digital media. In February 2021, over 200
viewers watched our live broadcast from Regina artist Wilf Perreault's studio.
Exhibiting artist Ruth Chambers took viewers through her process to sculpt lifelike flowers in porcelain in a live video on March 26. Conducting talks and panels
online allowed the AGR to invite artists from outside the city to participate in The
Artist Is In talk and discussion forum. On March 10, in conjunction with Ruth
Chambers: Tend, KC Adams (Winnipeg), Carole Epp (Saskatoon) and Brenda Wolf
(Regina) shared their technical skills and insights that come from working with a
material harvested from the very earth beneath our feet.
Artistic Vision:
The AGR has a unique audience and a remarkable history – it was founded prior
to artist-run culture in Canada. Still, the AGR's ethos and values are much the
same as those of artist-run centres: to support local artists and practices
excluded from established art institutions in the 1970s. This legacy informs how
the AGR programs exhibitions, focusing on work excluded from other exhibition
venues, such as community-engaged or participatory work, that of rural and
remote artists, and craft and the decorative arts.
As a curator, I invest in and celebrate the art practices that our existing
audiences and members value most and connecting these practices to
unexpected, novel and critical visions. By focusing on Saskatchewan artists, I
hope to share non-stereotypical experiences of contemporary Saskatchewan in
which viewers will recognize themselves and activate empathy for others. I am
also dedicated to shaking up established approaches to exhibitions, enticing new
audiences to experience contemporary art.
As a curator at a small regional gallery, developing a familiarity with emerging
artists and innovative practices across the province is a priority for me. It's
exciting for me to research artists from big cities and small communities across
this province and plan exhibitions telling stories about our shared experience of
this place through art. The COVID-19 pandemic derailed my plans to visit artists
in person across the province last summer. Instead, I have been conducting
studio visits online at a rate of about six per month.
Studio visits and group exhibitions represent some significant changes that I
have made to programming the AGR's main gallery. Studio visits allow me to
understand an artist's work: what is important to them and what they want
visitors to learn from an encounter with their work. During a studio visit, I can
give artists feedback on works-in-progress, work out logistics and installation
details, and discuss how their artwork will create a dialogue with our space,
community, or other artists' work.

Ian Campbell & Heidi Phillips, The Wild.
Found 35 mm film and digital video. 2020.

Often ideas emerge from these unhurried conversations with artists; overlapping
areas of interest in the practices of several artists will often prompt me to
develop these themes as an exhibition. For example, I am developing an
exhibition about pandemics, as I noticed many artists are making artwork about
COVID-19 and other devastating disease outbreaks.
In addition to its annual Members' Show and Sale, the AGR programs about four
curated main gallery exhibitions per calendar year. I invest time in creating
exhibitions that place artists' works in conversation, enriching their meaning and
offering a fuller experience of their messages. The benefits of group exhibitions
include:
·creating more opportunities for more artists
·drawing out ideas and connections by placing artists' works in conversation
·including multiple perspectives and experiences of this time and place.
Profound experiences with art often occur outside of gallery exhibitions; I am
interested in empowering members of our community as creators, collaborators,
and story-tellers who shape experiences of art. Creating relationships with and
through art are essential to the work of a contemporary art gallery. As such, I
have developed several community-engaged projects, artist-led collaborations
with non-artists, and opportunities for artists to create artwork with community
members. These projects include Messages from the Rocks: Stories of the Invisible,
Between Us, Natures of Reality and Imagined Objects.
Art and the AGR's programming should:
·arouse curiosity, empathy, community
·support artists with professional presentation, resources and enrichment
opportunities
·share resources with other organizations
·connect people through art-making experiences or creating relationships as art
I aim to build upon this foundation, championing the value of art in all of our
lives. My vision includes:
·inclusive and welcoming while recognizing real (and perceived) barriers
·community-engaged and responsive
·transforming ideas about what art is and can be
·resonate with our time and place
·provide critical insights into our changing culture and identities
·leveraging novel solutions to offer more language options,
·maintaining long-term partnerships that build an interest in participating in the
AGR's programming on multiple levels and various roles.
Sandee Moore, Curator of Exhibitions and Programming

Nic Wilson, Half Mast.
30' flagpole and 4' x 6' flag. 2020.
Photograph by Don Hall Photography

PRESIDENT'S REPORT

In 2020-2021, the Art Gallery of Regina has continued to pursue and
realize our vision to offer "contemporary art programming that reflects
our time and place within an engaged and diverse community."
This year’s biggest story, and our biggest challenge, has certainly been
the Covid pandemic. However, our Director, Jess Richter, and our
Curator of Exhibitions and Programming, Sandee Moore, have taken it
in stride. With dedication, hard work, strategic partnerships, and
infinite creativity they have kept the Art Gallery of Regina not only
going but thriving. Shifting to online platforms was a learning curve,
but the programming, which included Imaginary Exhibition,
Performance for Ageing Apple Devices with Colby Richardson, a tiny
world's fair with New Dance Horizons, and Where the Sky Carries the
Sun with Katherine Boyer were all realized with aplomb.
Senior Saskatchewan curators and artists were also key features of our
exhibition offerings this year: Wayne Baerwaldt guest-curated and
wrote the catalogue essay for Nic Wilson's Pavilion of Shadows; while
Ruth Chambers' solo show Tend was very well-received, including the
special event, a virtual evening with the artist in her studio as she
shared her techniques in creating the three ceramic installations
which turned the gallery into a porcelain garden crafted, as Julia
Krueger writes in her catalogue essay, with "beauty, labour, and
wonder," through "material, process, and time."
As always, we are extremely grateful to our funding agencies for their
ongoing support: The City of Regina, SK-Arts, Canada Council for the
Arts, Saskatchewan Lotteries Trust Fund for Sport, Culture &
Recreation, and SaskCulture. We also thank our corporate sponsors:
TD Managed Investments, H.J Linnen Associates, Terrie Dunand
RE/MAX Crown Real Estate Lt., Don Hall Photography, Epic Art and
Design, and SaskTel for their contribution to our programming.
The AGR's success depends on the commitment of many people.
Community arts and culture experts, and volunteers, continue to help
the AGR to realize our vision, mandate and goals. Our Board Members
also work tirelessly on our behalf and I would once again like to thank
them for their efforts—Margaret Bessai, Maggie Dixon, Patrick
Fernandez, Madhu Kumar, Faith Logan, Madison Pascal, Gerry Ruecker,
and Dianne Warren (Treasurer). Faith Logan has recently resigned from
the Board, as she and her family will be relocating, and we wish her the
best wherever her new path takes her. Also, Margaret Bessai will be
leaving after more than a decade of service. Margaret has made many
outstanding contributions over the years, and her vision, as well as her
sharp editing skills, and always positive and collegial demeanor, will be
sorely missed.
Christine Ramsay, President
David Garneau, Hoop Dancers. HD video.
2013.

ARTIST TESTIMONIAL

I am writing to say how much I enjoyed working with the Art Gallery of Regina this past fall
showcasing my short film Unknown, as part of the Moving Pictures (Phase II) project. Being part of
this amazing project has brought numerous benefits to my practice as a Regina-based Newcomeremerging artist. I received numerous positive responses from several colleagues and the art
community at large. I am working on further advancing my career as a media and performance
artist by sharing my film in different online art platforms and by applying to short film festivals
across the province and beyond.

Moving Pictures (Phase II) expanded engagement with public viewers outside the gallery and offered
many terrific and safe opportunities and in-depth conversations. Public engagement was expanded
and supported through the AGR's remotely accessible posters around the city and the province,
AGR's website hosted the VUCAVU on-line screening and shared feed on social media, as well a live
interview that AGR Curator of Exhibitions and Programming and I did for the morning show on
Global TV.

I have always admired and supported the Art Gallery of Regina, and my experiences working with
the gallery and staff during the Moving Pictures (Phase II) project have deepened my respect and
commitment to this professional and dynamic cultural resource in our community. The AGR's
support for BIPOC artists and active engagement in the creative community, together with their
wide-ranging and dynamic public programming builds valuable cultural capital in our city and
beyond.
-Rania AlHarthi, participating artist in Moving Pictures, 2020.

Rania AlHarthi, Unknown.
16 mm film. 2014.

THANK YOU TO OUR

2020-21 SPONSORS

AND FUNDERS

City of Regina

SK-Arts

Terrie Dunand Remax Crown Real Estate

Epic Art + Design

HJ Linnen and Associates

Don Hall Photography

Business for the Arts

Affinity Credit Union

Heritage Canada

SaskTel

